Boost your visibility: check your Scopus Profile

Scopus automatically assigns ID profiles to authors. In the cases where authors have name variants or have recently changed affiliation, Scopus may create different profiles for the same author. This causes the publications of a single author to be spread over a number of different profiles which prevents author metrics to be tracked correctly and a lower citation count! Data from Scopus are also used in some of the University rankings; If your publications are attributed to the wrong institution, your publication record and citation metrics will not be included in the University of Aberdeen score.

Check and merge multiple profiles in 5 simple steps:

1. Sign in to Scopus or create an account if you don’t have one already
   www.scopus.com

2. Conduct an author search using your name but without including your affiliation.

3. If the search results contain 2 or more profiles that belong to you (make sure they do by checking the publications!), select them and request to merge authors from the menu above the results.

4. Check that your details, publications and affiliation are correct. If there are any mistakes you can click the “Edit Profile” link.

5. Link your Scopus account to your ORCID by simply clicking the “Connect to ORCID” link at the top of the page. This will automatically export your scopus publications to your ORCID profile and improve your discoverability.